RoadRunner 420 incorporates all the essential features of DVRs for your safety on the road: high-quality video recording and photo shooting, wide viewing angles, cyclic recording, etc. An attractive appearance harmoniously complements the interior design of your car, and a wide screen with a diagonal of 3 inches provides comfortable device management and video viewing. Capture the most important or funny moments — and share them with your friends!

- **FULL HD VIDEO**: Prestigio RoadRunner 420 camera ensures that every single detail will be visible and you can be confident about your safety on the road.
- **WIDE VIEWING ANGLE**: 120° wide viewing angle provides an extensive road overview.
- **BRIGHT 3" SCREEN**: Playback captured video instantly on the 3-inch screen — prove your innocence in seconds whilst remaining on the road.
- **PRECISE IMAGING**: You will appreciate the high optical quality 12MP photo made with six-element sharp lens.
- **MOTION DETECTION**: in this mode, video shooting starts only when detecting a new movement in the frame. It allows you to economize the storage.
- **G-SENSOR**: Detects collision, hard breaking or acceleration and camera automatically mark the accident file from cyclic rewriting.

**Specifications**

- **Display Size**: 3.0" | 800x480 px
- **Processor**: AC5401B
- **Resolution**: Video: Full HD 1920x1080 30fps, 2 MP CMOS | GC2023
- **Image Sensor**: 6-layer glass lens, Viewing Angle: 120°
- **Lens**: Video: AVI(MJPEG Codec), Photo: JPG, 256 MB, up to 32 GB (SDHC, MicroSD)
- **Format**: Motion Detection, G-sensor, Cyclic recording, Automatic Night Vision
- **Connectivity**: Micro USB
- **Built-in**: Microphone, Speaker
- **Power**: Built in Re-chargeable battery (180 mAh) or from Car Power Adaptor
- **Operation Temperature**: 0 ° ~ 45 °C
- **Dimensions**: 89x55x35 mm
- **Weight**: 76 g
- **Memory**: 256 MB, up to 32 GB (SDHC, MicroSD)
- **In the box**: Suction mount, Car Charger (3 meter)